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IX. GTRC BASKETBALL POLICY  
A. Objective  
Provide opportunities for eligible children who have a commitment to the sport, to participate in organized basketball 
by:  

 Creating an environment in which children have fun with basketball 
 Teaching basketball fundamentals, skills, rules and strategy 
 Modeling and reinforcing good sportsmanship and teamwork 

 
B. Basketball Committee 
The Basketball Committee shall consist of, but not limited to, the following*: 
Recreation Liaison 
Head Basketball Coordinator/League Representative 
Rules/League Meeting Representative 
Scheduler/Gym Coordinator 
Equipment/Uniform Coordinator 
Hoop Kids Coordinator 
3 on 3 Coordinator 
CBL Instructional/Competitive Coordinator 
Picture Coordinator 
Referee Coordinator 
Scoreboard/Clock Operator 

 
The purpose of the Committee is to organize and administer the activities of the sport and to mediate any disputes 
which may arise during the course of the season.  Any action taken by the Committee should be reported to and 
recorded by the Greenwich Township Recreation Commission (GTRC) at the next General Meeting.  Any actions 
considered by the Basketball Committee for which GTRC may be held accountable should first be approved by the 
GTRC Board.  

 
C. Code of Ethics 
Place the emotional and physical well-being of players ahead of a personal desire to win 

Lead by example in demonstrating fair play and good sportsmanship to all players 

Treat each player as an individual, remembering the large range of emotional and physical development for the same 
age group 

Provide a safe playing situation for players 

Organize practices that are fun and challenging for all players 

Be knowledgeable in the rules of the sport being coached and teach these rules to your players 

Use coaching techniques appropriate for the age/level of the participants and for each of the skills taught 

Remember that you are a youth sports coach, and that the game is for children and not adults 

Focus on good sportsmanship which includes the ability to: 
win without gloating 
lose without complaining 
treat opponents and officials with respect 

 
D. Player Eligibility 
In order to be eligible, each child must: 
 Be a resident of Greenwich Township or Bloomsbury.  Residents of other towns may be considered based upon 

availability of roster slots.  Have completed full registration including: 
 Fees have been paid in full, unless waived by Board due to extenuating circumstances 
 Completed the Medical Consent Form & Sportsmanship Agreement. 
 Participate in an evaluation (as determined by the Basketball Committee) 
 Provide a copy of the child’s birth certificate 

 
GTRC affiliated basketball teams (excluding 3 on 3 and Hoops Kids) participate in the Community Basketball League 
(CBL).  The CBL offers an instructional league (9U) and competitive leagues (9U through 15U).  If other levels are 
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offered by the CBL, the Basketball Committee and GTRC will determine whether or not to include additional levels 
(for example 16U).  All CBL League Rules shall be followed in addition to GTRC mandated rules/bylaws found in 
this document (visit cblbasketball.org for CBL rules).   

 
GTRC provides a 3 on 3 league for 2nd and 3rd graders who are 7 or 8 years old (2nd grade children may participate 
only if player demonstrates sufficient skill as determined by the 3 on 3 Coordinator).  This is an in-town, instructional 
league with games played on Saturday mornings and 1-2 practices per week.  The focus for 3 on 3 is on building 
fundamental skills and teaching the children to play together.  No scores/standings are kept.  The season shall consist 
of 7-8 game day sessions.  If a session is cancelled due to weather all efforts will be made to reschedule the session for 
a later date provided there is gym availability.   Games are played at Stewartsville Middle School and players will 
shoot on 10’ baskets.  Practices will typically be held at Bloomsbury Elementary School. Rules for 3 on 3 are 
provided in the appendix to these bylaws.  

 
GTRC provides Hoop Kids for (6 year olds) 1st and 2nd graders (Kindergarten children are not eligible, however may 
be granted permission to play by the Basketball Coordinator per an evaluation).  This is an in-town, instructional 
clinic to be taught Saturday mornings and will run for 7 to 8 weeks at Greenwich Elementary school. If a session is 
cancelled due to weather all efforts will be made to reschedule the session for a later date provided there is gym 
availability. 
 
E. Coaches 
In order to be eligible to participate as a coach, assistant coach, you must: 

 Complete the coaching registration and background check 
 Be approved to coach by the GTRC Recreation Board and the Basketball Coordinator 
 Read, sign and turn in a copy of the Basketball Bylaws to the Basketball Coordinator 
 Track all assigned equipment (balls,bag, uniforms) and turn in at the conclusion of the season  
 All assistant coaches must adhere to the same requirements as the head coach (including they must read, sign 

and turn in a copy of the Basketball Bylaws to the Basketball Coordinator) 
 If coaching shirts are provided, the coach is expected to wear it during games 

 
The approval of coaches is based on a combination of background checks, feedback from parents/participants and 
observations made by GTRC Board and Basketball Committee members. 
 
At all times, coaches will conduct themselves in a positive manner and serve as a role model for the players in the 
program.  Greenwich teams will also make every effort not to run up scores by requiring more passes prior to 
shooting, running plays, substituting etc. 
 
Coaches must print and possess a copy of the CBL Bylaws and CBL Rules at all games.  These can be found by 
visiting the CBL website at www.cblbasketball.org. 
 
Coaches are responsible for ensuring that equipment and playing courts are in good safe playing condition.  Any 
equipment problems or gym problems that cannot be corrected by the coach should be reported to the Coordinator. 
 
Coaches are required to return all issued equipment and uniforms at the end of the season.  Accommodations to drop 
the equipment off will be made for a pre-selected time.  All equipment assigned to the coach for a seasonal sport is 
his/her responsibility until returned.  GTRC assigned basketballs are NOT to be used outdoors regardless of the 
material or condition of the basketballs. 

 
Coaches are prohibited from using profanity in the presence of the team.  Praise and encouragement should be 
stressed.  Sarcasm, negative remarks and inappropriate yelling at a child are prohibited at all times.   
 
Coaches are responsible for the behavior of players and spectators.  Unruly behavior, abusive language and profanity 
will not be tolerated.  The GTRC or coach reserves the rights to have a spectator leave the premises where an event is 
being held. 
 
Coaches should hold a parents meeting at the beginning of the season to inform parents about expectations of both 
parents and players (such as no food in the playing areas and that every player should be properly outfitted).   Players 
not in the game because of substitution must remain on the bench during the game.  No player should be allowed to 
leave the game unless there is a legitimate excuse, i.e. using the bathroom. 
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The Coach and/or a GTRC approved Assistant Coach must be present at all practices and games.  If the approved 
coaches cannot attend practice, the practice must be cancelled.  Coaches must ensure that all other adults and siblings 
be kept at a safe distance while practices/games are taking place. Siblings, parents or other attendees should be kept 
off of the court during practices and games. 
 
Assistant coaches are approved by the GTRC before the season begins and, therefore, the GTRC must be made aware 
of any change in this position. Any individuals who are not eligible players or approved coaches are not allowed to be 
on the court during practices and games. 
 
Evaluations are sent out at the end of the season to receive feedback on the program and the coaches.  This feedback 
will be kept confidential with the GTRC Board and Basketball Committee.  If negative feedback is received, the coach 
will be asked to consider the feedback and make corrections if necessary.   

 
Coaches who are assessed technical fouls must report any and all technical fouls to the Basketball Coordinator within 
24 hours of the completion of the game.  Coaches are personally responsible for any CBL assessed fines as a result of 
receiving technical fouls.  Coaches who receive two technical fouls in a season or do not pay their fines may have 
their coaching privileges removed and be asked to not coach the following year as well.   
 
All schedule changes for practices must be communicated with and approved by the Scheduling Coordinator. Coaches 
are prohibited from changing game schedules on their own.  Coaches must identify any potential conflicts as early as 
possible and communicate with the Scheduling Coordinator.  The Scheduling Coordinator will work with the CBL 
and other programs to attempt to find a resolution to the conflict. 
 
The use, carrying or conveyance of alcohol or drugs is prohibited and shall be grounds for immediate termination as 
coach.  This includes smoking of cigarettes or cigars and the use of chewing tobacco. 

 
GTRC reserves the right to suspend or remove a coach for actions believed to be unbefitting of a coach. 
 
F. Disciplining for Misbehavior 
Be consistent with punishments; punish the same way for the same situations for all players.  Type of punishment: 
taking the player away from the activity is highly recommended.  Running laps and other forms of physical activity 
may cause the player to associate physical training with punishment.  Players need training to attain peak 
performance, so this association can be disastrous. 

 
For more serious offenses, such as severe profanity or violence, the coach and the Basketball Committee reserve the 
right to suspend the player.  All suspensions must be reported to the GTRC. 
 
When rules are broken, explain to the player in an impersonal way the specific actions which brought the punishment 
on.  Also, inform the players what to expect if this misbehavior occurs again. 
 
G. Emergencies/Injuries 
In the event of an injury to a player the following procedures must be adhered to: 
 Notify Emergency Medical Personnel as necessary 
 Notify parents/guardians 
 Record events and notify Basketball Committee Coordinator and Liaison who will then report it to the Board. 
 In the event of a head injury to a player, external medical clearance must be obtained before the player can 

resume activities 
 
H. Fire Alarms 
Occupants of the gymnasium must leave the school via the closest exit if a Fire Alarmed is set off.  The coach should 
ensure all participants exit the gym immediately.  In any case, the coach should await the arrival of the janitor or 
school personnel to report the situation.  Under no circumstance should the gates dividing the gymnasium and the 
school be forced open!  All parents and players must be made aware that the gates are not to be touched. 
 
I. Playing Time Rules 
Playing time rules/requirements for GTRC teams are different than the CBL league rules.  The CBL requires that any 
player who sits on the bench in uniform must play at least one possession of the game.  Therefore, if a player is 
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injured and not playing, it is okay to let them sit on the bench, however please make sure they do not wear their 
uniform.  Failure to comply may result in a technical foul assessed to the team. 
 
The following playing time rules below are a GTRC minimum requirement and Coaches are encouraged to 
make efforts to exceed the minimum required playing time.  
 
Playing time rules should take into consideration the total number of eligible, uniformed players present at any 
particular game. EXAMPLE:  If a team has a total of 13 players on the roster, but only 11 attend a particular game, the 
coach should use the “12 or less player” rule below to determine the minimum playing time requirement for that 
particular game.  For the games when all 13 players on the roster show up, the coach should use the “13 or more 
players” rule below to determine the minimum playing time. 
 
 

# of players (uniformed and available to play) 12 or less 13 or more 

Minimum Playing Time Per Game 7 minutes 5 minutes 

 
Coaches cannot “bank” playing time.  The minimum playing time rule is per game, not an average of playing time 
over the games in the season.  For example, a player plays 15 minutes in one game cannot be played only 4 minutes in 
another game.  Each player must play the minimum time listed in the table above.  
 
For playoffs, teams can follow the CBL rules and the minimum playing time rule above does not have to be followed.  
It is important that the coach informs the parents of this change for the playoffs so that clear expectations are set and 
to avoid miscommunication. 
 
If a coach is having issues with a player who repeatedly does not attend practice attendance, causes significant 
disruption because of behavior issues or for some other unforeseen reason, the coach should document the incidents 
with the Basketball Coordinator.  Any decision to not play a player the minimum playing time requires pre-approval 
by the Basketball Coordinator and the GTRC liaison. Any such plans should be communicated proactively to the 
parents.   The CBL rules requiring each player to play at least one possession need to be followed even in this 
scenario. 
 
For 9U Instructional levels, coaches must follow the CBL mandated playing rotation with substitutions every 3 
minutes.  There are no exceptions. 
 
Failure to comply with minimum playing time rules may result in suspension or dismissal as coach of the team. 
The final decision for penalties will be per the Greenwich Recreation Commission.    

 
J. Team Rosters/Drafts/Evaluations 
The Basketball Committee will attempt to balance teams equitably in terms of age and talent.  All attempts will be 
made to keep the number of players per team to no more than 11and no less than 9.   

 
Players wishing to play may be required to attend an evaluation prior to being placed on a roster.  Birth certificates 
must be provided by those players entering the CBL League each year.   
 
The date used by the CBL to determine eligibility is September 1st. 
 
If CBL rules allow for double rostering (a player playing at their current level and also rostered on a team 1 level 
higher), this will be considered if doing so will enable an appropriate number of players per team at a given level.  
However, a double rostered player should not be given more play time than someone rostered only at that level.   

 
In the event that there are not enough coaches for the amount of players registered, The Basketball Committee has the 
right to hold a lottery to determine which children will be allowed to play (excluding children of the coach, assistant 
coach, Basketball Committee children and the children of GTRC Board Members).  All children not chosen will 
receive a full refund of their registration fee.  All attempts will be made to ensure adequate coaching staff is available. 

 
 DRAFTS 
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Drafts will be held as needed to balance teams at any level requiring as dictated by the Basketball Coordinator. 
Coaches are asked to observe the evaluations in order to make their draft picks.   
 
Each team roster shall start with the children of the Head Coach and their 1 Primary Assistant's child. The teams shall 
be balanced based on drafting players to equal the other teams players to get equality before the draft starts. For 
example, if a 1, 2, 3 rating is used to evaluate the players, and Coach A has a child at a 1 and Primary Assistant's child 
at a 3, and Coach B and his Primary Assistant have children at  2's, the Coach A shall select two 2 rated players and 
Coach B shall select a 1 & 3 to get the teams equal, then a serpentine draft shall take place with the 1 rated players 
selected first until there are no more, then the 2 rated players and so on until there are no more players left to select. 
 
If a head coach and their primary assistant do not have children on the team, then they will select two players equal in 
rating to the other team’s players.  When the starting players on each team are of equal talent, a coin toss will be used 
to determine the next pick. 
 
Drafts will be held each year thereafter, if the number of players or the number and quality of teams change enough to 
justify a redraft.  All new players to the program will need to be evaluated and drafted onto existing teams.  The 
number of draft picks will be determined by open roster spots.   

 
 EVALUATIONS 

Evaluations for all levels may be required at the discretion of the Basketball Committee to appropriately assign 
players and balance teams.   
 
Evaluations may include assessments of the following:  layups, shooting, dribbling, passing and may include 
scrimmages to assess skill levels.  Recommendations from head coaches will be taken into consideration and final 
determination will be made by the Basketball Committee and or GTRC if required. 
 
3 on 3 – 2nd graders wishing to play 3 on 3 need to have participated in the hoop kids program or show enough skill 
level at evaluations to be placed on a 3v3 team. 
 
8 year olds have the choice of participating in 3 on 3 or playing on a 9U instructional team if their skill level is 
deemed appropriate enough during evaluations. 
 
Players participating in CBL may not play on any other team during the season.  If it is discovered the player is 
rostered on another team, the team will forfeit any games already played with that particular player.  This is a league 
rule and must be adhered to. 
 
All team rosters must be approved by the CBL. 
 
K. League Rules 
Each CBL coach shall visit the CBL website (cblbasketball.org) and download and print a copy of the CBL league 
rules to possess at all practices and games.  All Greenwich teams defer to CBL League Rules with the exception of 
Hoop Kids and 3 on 3.   
 
Players participating in CBL may not play on any other team during the season.  If it is discovered the player is 
rostered on another team, the team will forfeit any games already played with that particular player.  This is a league 
rule and must be adhered to. 
 
All team rosters must be approved by the CBL. 
 
L. Practice Organization Tips 
Plan practices ahead of time.  Don’t take time on the court to determine what you will practice next; 

Inform assistant what their duties will be during practice; 

Begin practice on time and keep in control, but fast moving; 

Use the same sequence for your loosening-up drills at each practice and choose drills that reflect the sport activity; 

Keep your best players from pairing off during warm-up and drills; 

Provide as many repetitions of the basic skills as possible and make up games using the skills; 

Teach fundamentals in progressive fashion to ensure players understand the concepts; 
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Minimize listening and lecture time.  Athletes will progress faster if they see a demonstration and learn by doing. 

Discipline problems will be minimized if all are kept active.  If you must discipline, do so by taking them out of the 
activity and sit them down for a period of time.  When they return to play, welcome them back and let the discipline 
be over; 

Use positive reinforcement.  When improvement does not take place immediately, your athlete will not sense failure 
unless you show a negative reaction; 

Be patient, persistent, flexible, and maintain a sense of humor.   
 

M. Facilities 

GTRC Basketball will utilize Stewartsville Middle School, Greenwich Elementary School and Bloomsbury 
Elementary School for practices and home games.  CBL teams will play away games at CBL assigned gyms. 

The application for use of the gyms must be completed by the Scheduling Coordinator and submitted to the GTRC 
School Liaison to be submitted to GTSD. 

For the Bloomsbury School gymnasium only the Church Street entrance will be used for entry/exit.  Reservations 
must be made by the Scheduling Coordinator who should contact the Bloomsbury Elementary School via letter with a 
copy of the Township’s Certificate of Insurance provided by GTRC. 

The posted rules for all gymnasiums should be strictly adhered to, such as no food or beverage, no hard soles, etc.  All 
efforts should be made to preserve the gymnasium floors. 

Teams must leave the gym promptly after the assigned practice time has ended and should not enter the gym more 
than a few minutes prior to their assigned practice time. 

Due to the size of the gymnasiums, Coaches must have their teams warm up only on their designated portion of the 
gym.  Therefore do not have players do laps around a full gym if the other end of the gym is being utilized by another 
team. 

Coaches must supervise their players at all times while at the school gymnasiums and must stay within designated 
areas of the schools only.  No player shall be allowed to leave the gymnasium areas without the proper supervision.   
Any breakage of school property must be immediately reported to the Basketball Coordinator and Liaison.   

Coaches will be asked to set up/take down chairs for home/visiting teams on game day.  Coaches should become well 
versed in the clock usage.  The last coach of the day should check gymnasium for any breakage of school property.   

 
N. Scoreboard/Clock Operators 
The Basketball Coordinator will attempt to employee a scoreboard/clock operator for all home games.  The 
scoreboard/clock operator must be no younger than 13 years old.  Scoreboard/clock operators between 13-18 years old 
will be paid $10 per game.  If a scoreboard/clock operator is not available for a game, the head coach is responsible 
for securing a volunteer (parent, sibling at least 13 years old, etc). 
 
O. Sign-ups 
Sign-ups shall be held in accordance to GTRC registration policy.  Late sign-ups will be placed on a waiting list and 
will be considered only if there are open roster spots.  All attempts will be made to limit the number of players to 11 
on a team however the number of participants will dictated final team numbers.  Late fees may be applicable but 
would not apply to new residents relocating to Greenwich after the date that the late fee kicks in and prior to the final 
date for registrations.  
 
P. Transfers and Trades 
Transfers are recognized to be counterproductive to the programs of GTRC.  Transfers to teams in other 
municipalities which participate in the same league shall not be granted except in the case of extenuating 
circumstances.  Any player granted a transfer to another municipality shall be ineligible to play for any Greenwich 
sport team for a period of one full calendar year. 

Transfers and Trades will be granted to move a player from one Greenwich team to another based on extenuating 
circumstances.  Whether or not extenuating circumstances exist shall be determined by the head of the Basketball 
program, the basketball committee, the coaches involved and the President of the League, if applicable.  Transfers are 
also subject to league rules and shall be reported to the Commissioners of Greenwich Township Recreation.    
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Q. Referee Fees 
Coaches will receive a check to cover the cost of referee payments prior to the start of the year.  Coaches will 
complete a voucher to secure this payment and be required to log referee payments and submit the log to the GTRC 
(either through a form provided or a receipt book).   
 
 
Referee fees for all CBL games are split between the home team and away team.  GTRC will provide the coach with 
referee fees that must be paid to one of the referees prior to each game.  For any games in which the opponent forfeits, 
the GTRC coach should NOT pay the referee as this is the responsibility of the team who forfeits.  Additionally, any 
referee fees that a coach receives that are not used to pay the referees for a game must be returned to the Basketball 
Coordinator for re-deposit into the basketball account.    

 

Referee fess for playoffs will be covered and reimbursed after the games have been completed via a voucher 
submittal.   
 
R. Equipment 
Each head coach will receive the following: 
 
1 Ball Bag 
1 game basketball (CBL teams only) – DO NOT USE ANY BALLS OUTDOORS 
3 - 4 additional leather or synthetic leather basketballs DO NOT USE THESE BALLS OUTDOORS 
1 score book 
1 first aid kit with icepacks 
5 pennies 
Coaches will not be reimbursed for any equipment they purchase unless they have received prior approval from the 
Equipment Coordinator.   
 
Boys 12U – 15U use official size 29.5” basketballs.  All other boys teams and all levels of girls teams use 28.5” 
basketballs. 

 
It is the coach’s responsibility to maintain the equipment during the season and to notify the Coordinator of any 
issues.  

 
S. Uniforms 
Uniforms are provided to all players participating in the CBL and will be distributed prior to the first game.  Return of 
the uniforms will be coordinated by each head coach and the Basketball and/or Equipment/uniform Coordinator. 
 
T-Shirts will be provided to 3 on 3 and Hoop Kids players and do not need to be returned.     

 
T. Pictures 
Team and individual pictures will be taken by a professional photographer approved by GTRC at a time and place to 
be determined.  The Picture Coordinator will coordinate with coaches and the photographer.  Picture Day should be 
scheduled early enough in the season to allow photos to be delivered before the season ends. 

 
U. Party/Awards Reimbursement 
GTRC will reimburse the head coach for each team up to $50 for either an end of season party or for a nominal award 
for each player.  A receipt must be turned in to the Basketball Liaison and voucher must be signed for reimbursement.  
Failure to return all assigned equipment will result in the coach receiving no reimbursement for their party or awards. 
Receipts must be received by June 1 following the end of basketball season in order to be processed.  Otherwise, the 
coach will not be reimbursed and will be responsible for the cost. 

 
V. Tournaments 
Participation in tournaments outside of the CBL will be at the team’s discretion and expense.  Use of uniforms and 
equipment must be approved by GTRC.  Approval by the GTRC will allow the team to be covered under the 
Township’s insurance policy. 
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W. Championship Awards 
A team who wins the championship (as determined by the final playoffs, not by regular season standing) shall be 
granted an award by GTRC.  This award shall be selected by the head coach and approved by the Basketball 
Coordinator.  Examples of appropriate awards include trophies, jackets, t-shirts, etc.  The total cost of the award may 
not exceed $35 per individual and will be funded from revenues generated by the sport.  
 
X. Coaches Sign-Off 

 
 

I, coach __________________________________________________, have read and agree to uphold the  
                      Print First name and Last name 

 
Basketball Bylaws as written.  Failure to sign this agreement or failure to uphold the bylaws is cause to 
removal from coaching at the discretion of GTRC and the Basketball Coordinator. 

 
 

 
Signature ___________________________________________________   
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APPENDIX 
3 on 3 Rules 

The goals for the 3 on 3 basketball league are for the kids to have fun, learn the fundamentals of basketball, and 

hopefully sign up to play basketball for GTRC again the following season.  Good sportsmanship and teamwork 

should also be emphasized to ensure that all of the kids have a good season.  The coaches should maintain a 

positive attitude at all times.  Only coaches who have been approved by GTRC are allowed to coach on the court 

during practices and games. 

While the kids won’t be able to be fluent with regards to all of the traditional rules of basketball, there are some 

things to keep in mind when working with your teams at practice on offense and defense. 

‐Defensively:  kids should strive to move their feet and not reach/grab/foul.  It’s good if they are aggressive but 

during the games we need to make sure and call any blatant fouls so that the kids learn good habits early on. 

‐Offensively:  we should try to let kids know what travelling and double dribble are and emphasize it during 

practice.  While we can’t call these all the time during the games, blatant travelling (taking several steps without 

dribbling) should be called for a turnover during games.  Likewise, a deliberate picking up of the ball followed by 

starting to dribble again should be called for a turnover as well.  During the first couple of Saturdays we will be a 

bit more relaxed on this; however it is important to try and teach the kids the right way to play.  If we call these 

violations during the games please make sure to give both positive and constructive feedback so the kids have the 

best opportunity to learn and stay motivated. 

1)  No scores will be kept during the games 

2) Teams should attempt to play man to man defense 

3) The head coach (or designee) for each team are allowed on the court to referee during games  No other 

coaches are allowed to be on the court but can be on the sideline working with the other players to get 

ready for substitutions 

4) Each team will play 3‐5 games on each Saturday (depending on the number of teams).  We will aim for 15 

minute games and rotate so that each team plays all of the others.  Some games will take place on a 

“main” half court while others will be played on side courts at SMS 

5) No timeouts are to be called, however if both coaches agree to take a quick break to “teach” the teams 

something, do so quickly and return to the game right away.  There will be a master clock for all the 

games and the goal is to get the kids as much experience as possible   

6) No jump balls.  Coaches or players will rock/paper/scissors for deciding which team will start with the ball 

7) All players must play approximately half of the game.  If you have more than 6 players then use your best 

judgment but ensure that it appears as though all players get a similar amount of playing time.  If you 

have 6 players, then all kids should play half of each game. 

8) The defensive team will get the ball back after a made basket by the other team 

9) All play will start at the top of the key.  The offensive team will be able to make 1 free pass to get the ball 

inbounds prior to the defense playing aggressively   

10) No inbounds plays.  If a ball goes out of bounds below the basket, on the sidelines or by going over the ½ 

court line, the other team will get the ball from the top of the key 

11) Change of possession (steals or defensive rebounds) requires the team taking possession to “clear” the 

ball by taking it out past the free throw line.  The ball will stay live so once they clear the ball they won’t 

have a free pass like they do after a made baskets or the ball goes out of bounds 
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12) Players much wear their game shirts for the games.  If they lose it, they must wear a similar color t‐shirt as 

their teammates (we don’t have extra shirts) 

13) Players may wear shorts or sweats, but must wear athletics shoes (they don’t have to be basketball shoes, 

but should at least be what they would wear during physical education at school) 

14) Advise players to bring water to the games.  It will help keep the players near the court and away from 

roaming the halls at the school.  Should a player need to use the restroom or get water in the hallway, 

please use the buddy system or escort them to ensure their return to the gym 

15) Over the final one or two weeks of games, we will likely include some brief full court games to begin to 

get the kids ready for the CBL should they decide to play the following season 

 

When a team gets a defensive rebound or steal and “clears” the ball to the free throw line or beyond, they can do 

so freely (meaning that the other team can’t stop them from clearing the ball, equivalent of a no‐press rule) 

‐On the “free ins” first pass from the top of the key, the free pass is above the free throw line (so a kid can’t back 

cut to the basket for a layup) 

‐During a tie‐up/jump ball situation, rotate possession of the ball.  The coaches will keep track and do their best to 

make sure the rotations stay consistent (there tends to be a lot of tie ups at the younger age levels) 

 


